Trends spotted by Young Experts of batch #3

This assignment is, as you probably know, part of our participation in the Young Expert Programme (YEP) for Water, initiated by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Netherlands Water Partnership with the aim to secure the Netherlands’ leading position in the field of Water. We were the 3rd group to spread out all over the world for 1-2 years, to work with different organisations in the international water sector.

Below you’ll find the 5 trends we spotted. As overarching trend, we chose the WEconomy - a new way of ascribing value to products and services (with more attention for reuse, sharing etc.). The following four trends can all be seen as examples of the WEconomy.
The WEconomy (e.g. circular economy; internet of things; shared economy) as overarching trend - [https://app.emaze.com/@ALCWQRCO/weconomy](https://app.emaze.com/@ALCWQRCO/weconomy)
Biorefineries as an example of the ‘circular economy’ -
https://app.emaze.com/@ALLCIOLQ/climate-smart-biorefinery
Mobile data an example of the ‘internet of things’ - [https://prezi.com/rlydklrvcqn_/copy-of-the-power-of-mobile-data-for-informed-decision-making/]
Pay it Eazy as an example of the ‘shared economy’ and ‘internet of things’ - https://www.emaze.com/@ALCQZCLI/presentation-name
Centres of Expertise as an example of the WEconomy in general - https://prezi.com/xhkthqmu6kg/untitled-prezi/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy